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Abst rac t - -Two nonoscillatory characterizations of solutions of the half-linear second-order dif- 
ferential equation of the form 
[p(t)ly'l~-ly'] ' + q(t)lyla-ly = o, a > o 
are established for 7r(t0) := fto(P(S))-l/a ds < oo, and ~r(t0) = oo, respectively. Using these 
results, we obtain some sufficient conditions for all solutions of the above equation to be oscillatory 
(nonoscillatory). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following half-linear second-order differential equation 
[p(t)ly'[a-ly'] ' + q(t)[yla-ly = 0, (E) 
and 
[pl ( t )[y'l~- ly'] ' + ql ( t )lyl~- ly = 0, (El)  
where a > 0 is a constant, P, Pl c C([t0, c~); (0, oo)), q, ql E C([t0, c~); R), and q(t) ~ O, ql(t) ~ 0 
on any interval of the form [T, C~) for each T >_ to. 
In [1], Elbert established the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the initial value problem 
for equation (E) on [to, oc). Note that  any constant multiple of a solution of (E) is also a solution 
of (E). A nontrivial solution is called oscillatory if it has arbitrari ly large zeros; otherwise it is 
said to be nonoscillatory. The equation (E) is nonoscil latory (respectively, oscillatory) if all of its 
solutions are nonoscil latory (respectively, oscillatory). 
Surprisingly, some similar properties between equation (E) and the linear equation 
(p(t)y')' + q(t)y = O, t >_ 0 (E0) 
have been observed by Elbert [1,2], Mirzov [3-5], Kusano and Naito [6], Kusano and Yoshida [7], 
Kusano et al. [8], Li and Yeh [9,10]. For example, Sturmian theory for (E0) has been extended 
in a natural  way to (E) by Elbert [1], Li and Yeh [9]. They showed that  the zeros of two linearly 
independent solutions of (E) separate ach other. 
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The purpose of this paper is to characterize the nonoscillatory behavior of all solutions of (E), 
aiming at combining the known nonoscillatory results for equation (E) in [6-9]. 
Throughout his paper, we define 
7r(t) := (p(s))-l/ads, 7rl(t):= (pl(s))- l /ads, t >_ to. 
In Sections 2 and 3, we study the nonoscillatory behavior of equation (E) for (i) 7r(t0) < co, 
(ii) 7r(t0) = co, respectively. 
2. NONOSCILLATORY CHARACTERIZAT ION OF  (E )  
FOR ?r(T0) < cc 
Throughout his section, we assume that 7r(t0) < co, 7rl(t0) < co, and q, ql E C([t0, co), [0, co)). 
In order to discuss our main result, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. The function 
f(x) =  lxl + + 1)x 
is increasing for [-1, co), and hence, f(x) _> -1  for x _> -1.  
PROOF. Since 
f ' (x )=(a+l ) lx l (1 /~)sgnx+(a+l )>_O on [-1,co), 
then f (x) is increasing for [-1, co). This completes our proof. 
THEOREM 2.2. The following three statements are equivalent: 
(a) Equation (E) is nonoscillatory. 
(b) 
/ oo ra+l(t)q(t) dt < co, 
and there exists a continuous function u : [T, co) --~ 1~ for some T > to such that 
7ra(t)u(t) is bounded on [T, co), zra(t)u(t) > -1 fort > T 
and 
7ra+l(t)u(t) >_ 7r(t)a=l(s)q(s) ds q- (c~ + 1) p-1/~(s)Tra(s)u(s) ds
q- O~ p-1/a(S)Tra+l(s) lU(S)l(a+l)/a ds, t >_ r.  
(c) There exists a function w(t) E CI[T,  oo) for some T > to, such that for t > T 
w'(t) + q(t) + ap-1/~(t)lw(t)[ (~+1)/~ < O. 
PROOF. (a) ~ (b): See [6, Theorem 2.5]. (b) =~ (c): Let 
1 7ra+l(s)q(s) ds + (a + 1) p-1/a(s)Tra(s)u(s) ds 
f t~p ()7r~+1()[ ( ) [  ( d } Jr O: --1/a 8 5 U 8 c~+l ) /a  8 , 
where u(t) is defined as in (b). Thus, u(t) > w(t) for t _> T by (b). 
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This and Lemma 2.1 imply 
lra(t)u(t) > ~ra(t)w(t) 
1 p-1/a(S) [(a + 1)r~(s)u(s) + ds 
1 
. . . .  
= -1,  f(~r~(t)u(t)) > f(~r~(t)w(t)) 
for t > T, where f is defined as in Lemma 2.1. It follows from 
w' = (a + 1)r- lp-1/aw - q - (a + 1)~r-lp-1/au - ap-Wa[u[ (~+1)/~ 
that, for t > T, 
w' + qTc~p-llalwl (a+l)/a 
= (a + 1)~r-lp-llaw - (a + 1)~r-lp-W"u - ~p-1/~lul(~+l)/~ + ~p-I/"lwl ("+1)/~ 
: p-l/aTr-a-l{[o47raW](a+l)/a + (0~ + 1)TROT] - [047~C~ul(a'pl)/c~ -~- (Ol -~ 1)~U]} 
= p-U%r-~- I  [f(Tr~(t)w(t)) -- f(~r~(t)u(t))] 
<0.  
This proves that (c) holds. 
(c) =~ (a): See [9, Theorem 3.2]. 
Using Theorem 2.2, we obtain immediately the following Hille-Wintner comparison theorem 
which extends Theorem 2.5 in [6]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Consider equations (E) and (El). Let p(t) > pl(t) and 
S ~r(t)~+l(s)q(s) ds <_ 7r(t)~+l(s)ql(s) ds < co (C0) 
for all t large enough. I f  the equation (El) is nonoscillatory, then so is the equation (E), or 
equiva/ently, the oscillation of (E) implies that of (El). 
PROOF. Since equation (El) is nonoscillatory, it follows from (c) of Theorem 2.2 that there exists 
a function w(t) E C 1 [T, co) for some T _> to such that for t >_ T, 
w'(t) + ql(t) + apl-1/~(t)]w(t)l (~+1)/~ <_ O. 
Hence, 
w'(t) + ql(t) + ap-1/~(t)]w(t)] (~+1)/~ <_ O, for t > T, 
because p(t) > pl(t). This and Theorem 2.2 imply the differential equation 
[p(t)ly'l~-ly']  + ql ( t )M~-ly = 0 
is nonoscillatory. It follows from Theorem 2.2 and (Co) that equation (E) is nonoscillatory. This 
completes our proof. 
REMARK 1. If p(t) ----pl(t), then Theorem 2.3 reduces to Theorem 2.5 of Kusano and Naito [6]. 
Next, we will establish a sufficient condition for equation (E) to be oscillatory. 
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THEOREM 2.4. / f  
and 
?q(s )  ds = oo (C1) 
p-1/~(s)zr- l(s) 1/~(sfira+l(s)q(s) - ~ ds = oo, (C2) 
then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Suppose that equation (E) has a nonoseillatory solution y(t) which may be assumed to 
be positive on [T, c~) for some T >_ to. Since p(t)[y'(t)[~-Xy'(t) is nonincreasing for t _> T by (E), 
either y'(t) > 0 for t _> T or there is a T1 _> T such that y'(t) < 0 for t _> T1. 
Suppose that yP(t) > 0 for t > T. Then there is a c > 0 such that y(t) > c for t > T. 
Integrating (E) from T to t, we have 
p(t)[y'(t)] ~ = p(T)[y'(T)] ~ - q(s)y~(s) ds 
/; <_ p(T)[y'(T)] ~ - c a q(s) ds for t _> T. 
It follows from (C1) that p( t ) [y ' ( t ) l  ~ ~ -~ as  t ~ c~.  This contradiction proves that "y'(t) > 0 
for t >_ T" can not occur. Thus, there is a T1 _> T such that y~(t) < 0 for t _ T1. Let 
u(t) = P(t)ly'(t) l~-ly'(t) 
[y(t)l~-ly(t) 
Then, u(t) < 0 on [T1, oo), and we see that 7ra(t)u(t) is bounded on [T1, oo) [6, Lemma 2.3], and 
u( t ) satisfies 
u'(t) + q(t) + ap-1/~(t)lu(t)l (~+1)/~ = o, t >_ T1. (1.1) 
Multiplying (1.1) by ira(t) and integrating on [T1, t] gives 
7r~(t)u(t) - ~r~(T1)u(T1) + ap-1/~(s)Tr~-l(s)u(s) ds 
/; /i + ~r~(s)q(s) ds + a p-I/~(s)Tr~(s)lu(s)l(~+~)/~ds = O, t > Zl. (1.2) 
1 
The absolute value of the integrand of the first integral in (1.2) can be estimated by Young's 
inequality as follows: 
rl ot ,~ o~/(o~+1) ozp--1/aTra--l[?A[:o~p--1/c~[(~--~-~)c~/(a-1-1)Trc~2/(a+l)[?L[]L~k-~-~2 I 71 "- 1/(c~-t-1) ] 
It follows from (1.2) that 
r~(t)u(t) - r~(T1)u(T1) + r~(s)q(s) ds + a p-1/a(s)Tr~(s)lu(s)] (~+1)/~ ds 
= Ol p-1/a(S)Tra-l(s)lu(8)[ ds 
< c~ f p-1/~(s)Tra(s)[u(s)] (~+1)/~ ds + ( a____a__~ ] p-x/~(s)Tr-l(s) ds, 
- JT1 \a+ l ]  JTI 
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which implies 
7c~(t)u(t) - 7ca(T1)u(T1) 
fT' [ lh ~-'1"/# ( .  ~.+1] J + p-lla(s)Tr-1(8) ~ra+l(s)pll"(s)q(s) -- ds <_ O, t ~_ T1. 
By (C2), ~"( t )u ( t )  - ,  - co  as  t --* oc ,  which contradicts the boundedness of7~a(t)u(t) on [T1, cx)). 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK 2. If p(t) = t ~ with 5 > a, then Theorem 2.4 reduces Theorem 3.2 of Kusano and 
Naito [6]. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Consider the following half-linear second-order differential equation 
[p(t)lz'["-lz']'+ Ap-i /"(t)zc-"- l(t) lz l~-lz = 0 (S2) 
on [to, c¢). Clearly, equation (E2) has a solution z(t) = ~r-m(t) on [to, c~) if m satisfies the 
indicial equation 
am(m + 1)Ira[ a-1 + A = O. 
Moreover, if A = (a/(a + 1)) a+l, then (E2) is nonoscillatory since it has a nonoscillatory solution 
y(t) = 7ra/(a+l)(t). We see easily that equation (E2) is oscillatory if A > (a/(a + 1)) ~+1 by 
Theorem 2.4, and nonoscillatory if A _< (a / (a  + 1)) a+l by Theorem 2.3. 
By Theorem 2.3, we can give a straightforward and concise proof of Theorem 3.1 in [6]. 
THEOREM 2.6. [6, Theorem 3.1] 
(a) Equation (E) is oscillatory if there exists a number A* such that 
~r(t) 7r"+l(s)q(s)ds >- A* > 
(b) Equation (E) is nonoscillatory if
1 foo (__~)a+l 
7r(t) 7r ~+1 (s)q(s) ds ~ 
for all sufficiently large t. 
for all sufficiently large t. 
PROOF. 
(a) By assumption, there exists T >_ to such that 
1 7ca+l(s)q(s)ds >~. = A* 7ra+l(s)p_l/c~Tr_c~_l(s)ds 
- 
for t > T. Since (E2) with A = A* is oscillatory by Example 2.5, it follows from Theorem 2.3 
that (E) is oscillatory. 
(b) We take 
OL a+l 
ql(t) = \~- -~/  p-'/~Tr -"-1. 
Then 
This completes our proof by using Theorem 2.3 and Example 2.5. 
Using Theorem 2.6, we can obtain [6, Theorem 3.3 and 3.4]. 
COROLLARY 2.7. [6, Theorem 3.3] Consider the following half-linear second-order differential 
equation 
[t~[Y,i~-ly,], + At~-~-I [yi~-ly = 0, t > to, (E3) 
where 5 > ~ and A > O. Then 
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(a) Equation (E3) is oscillatory i ra  > ( (6 -  a) / (a  + 1)) (~+1). 
(b) Equation (E3) is nonoscillatory i ra <_ ((6 - a)/((~ + 1)) (~+1). 
PROOF. It follows from (E3) that 
I t  c¢ a t(~_~)/~ ~r(t) = s -~/~ ds = 5 - a 
and 
3er_ ~,,1 ~t °° 7ra+l(8)~86_a_1 ds = A \~-a / (  a ~+i  . 
By Theorem 2.6, we have the desired results. This completes our proof. 
COROLLARY 2.8. [6, Theorem 3.4] Consider the following half-linear second-order differential 
equation 
[t~[y'[a-Xy']  -b q(t)[y[a-Xy = O, t >_ to, (E4) 
where 5 > a is a constant. Then 
(a) Equation (E4) is oscillatory if there exists a number A* such that 
t (~-~)1~ s-(~+l)(~-~)l~q(s) d  > A* > (a + 1) ~+l 
for all sufficiently large t. 
(b) Equation (E4) is nonoscillatory if 




~(5 - ~)~ 
(c~ + 1) ~+1' 
It follows from (E4) that 
~r(t) = s -~1~ ds  = 
for all sufficiently large t. 
a t(a_e)/a 
5 a 
; (o)° ; 1 ~.~+1 (s)q(s) ds -- t (e-~)/~ s-(~+l)(e-~)/~q(s) ds.
~(t)  ~-a  
By Theorem 2.6, we see that (a) and (b) hold. 
3. NONOSCILLATORY CHARACTERIZAT ION OF  (E)  
FOR 7r(t0) = cc 
Throughout his section, we assume that zr(t0) = c~ and Zrl(to) = c~. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f t  q(s) ds < oo. Then the following four statements are equivalent: 
(a) Equation ( E) is nonoscillatory. 
(b) There is a function u E C([T, c~); N) for some T >_ to such that 
u(t) = q(s) ds+a p-1/a(s)lu(s)l(a+l)/ads, fort  >_ T. 
(c) There is a function u E C([T, oo); R) for some T >_ to such that 
[u(t)[ > q(s) ds + a p-1/~(s)lu(s)[(~+l)/~ , for t > T. 
(d) There is a function w 6 C 1 [T, oo) for some T > to such that 
w'(t) + q(t) + ap-1/~(t)[w(t)[(~+l)/~ < O, for t > T. 
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PROOF. The proof of "(a) =~ (b)" follows from the technique as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [7], 
so we omit the detail. The proof of "(b) ==~ (c)" is clear. 
(c) ~ (d): Let 
w(t) = q(s) ds + ~ p-1/a(s)[u(s)[ (a+l)/a ds. 
Then we obtain our desired result. 
(d) =~ (a): see [9, Theorem 3.2]. 
REMARK 3. Kusano and Yoshida [7] proved that the statements (a) and (b) in Theorem 3.1 are 
equivalent under the conditions p(t) = px(t) and q(t) >_ 0 on [to, co). 
Using Theorem 3.1, we have the following Hille-Wintner comparison theorem which improves 
[7, Theorem 2]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Consider equations (E) and (El). Let p(t) > pl(t) and 
q(s) ~_ qx(s) ds < oo, 
for t >_ to. I f  (El) is nonoscillatory, then so is the equation (E), or equivalently, the oscillation 
of ( E) implies that of equation (El). 
PROOF. Since (EI) is nonoscillatory, it follows from (d) of Theorem 3.1 that there exists w E 
C 1 [T, co) for some T _> to such that 
w'(t) + ql(t) + ap-ll/~(t)lw(t)l(~+l)/a <_O, for t _> T. 
This and p(t) > P1(t) implies 
J ( t )  + ql(t) + ap-I/"(t)lw(t)[ (~+1)/~ <_ O, for t ~ T. 
This and Theorem 3.1 imply that there exists u E C([T*, oo), ~) for some T* > T such that 
~t °° ~t °° ds lu(t)l >_ ql(s) ds + a p-1/C~(s)[u(s)] (a+l)/c~ , 
>_ q(s) ds + a p-1/~(s)lu(s)l(a+l)/~ , 
for t _> T* 
for t > T*. 
Thus, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that (E) is nonoscillatory. This completes our proof. 
REMARK 4. For ol ---- 1, in 1952, Taam [11; 12, Theorem 2.12 p] proved Theorem 3.2 with the 
condition Pl (t) < k on [to, oo) for some constant k > 0. 
REMARK 5. Kusano and Yoshida [7] proved Theorem 3.2 with p(t) = pl(t) on [to, co) by using 
the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem. Thus, our proof is much more compact han theirs. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the following half-linear differential equation: 
[p(t) lz ' l~- lz ' ]  ' + Ap- l l " ( t )¢~- l ( t ) iz l~- lz  = O, 
where ~p E cl([to, co), (0, oo)) satisfies ¢'(t) = p-Ua(t).  Clearly, equation (Eh) has a solution 
z(t) = era(t) on [to, oo) if m satisfies the indicial equation 
f (m) := am(m-  1)[m[ a-1 + A -- 0. 
Clearly, if A = (c~/(c~ + 1)) a+l, then (Eh) is nonoscillatory because it has a nonoscillatory solution 
y(t) -- [tb(t)] ~/(~+1). We see easily that equation (Eh) is oscillatory if A > (c~/(a+ 1)) ~+1 because 
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f(m) = 0 has no real root if A > (a/(a+ 1)) ~+1, and nonoscillatory if A < (a/(a+ 1)) ~+1 because 
f(m) = 0 has a real root if A > (c~/(a + 1)) ~+1. 
Using Theorem 3.2 and the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 2.6, we have the following 
theorem which extends two Wintner's theorems [14, Theorems 2.13, 2.14]. 
THEOREM 3.4.  Let f t  q(s) ds < oe and ¢ E Cl ( [ t0 ,  oo), (0, oo)) satisfy ~b'(t) = p-1/~(t) .  Then 
(a) Equation (E) is nonoscillatory if 
f 
t ° OL c~ ~ba(t) q(s) ds <_ (a + 1) a+l '  for MI sufliciently large t. 
(b) Equation ( E) is oscillatory if there exists a number A* such that 
o~ ~ 
(a  + 1) a+l '  
for all sufficiently large t. ¢~(t  q(s) ds > A* > 
REMARK 6. If ~b(t) = zr(t), then Theorem 3.4 becomes Theorem 5 of Kusano, Naito and Ogata [8]. 
If a = 1, p(t) = 1 and ¢(t)  = t, then (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.4 reduce to [12, Theorems 2.13 
and 2.14], respectively (see also [5]). 
REMARK 7. If zr(t0) = oc and f~ q(s) = 0% then we can prove that (E) is oscillatory by using 
Theorem 3.2 of Li and Yeh [6] and the technique as stated in [14, Theorem 7, Lecture 30]. This 
extends the well-known Leighton oscillation criterion for equation (E0) to equation (E). 
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